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How to create flow towards your goals. 

Power of Pure Intention 

This method requires prior knowledge of: 

Finding Your Personal Timeline. 

The small action success method. 
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Intention Your  
centre of  
leverage 

Your goal 

The gap 

Identity through 
actions 

Blocks towards your goals 
-focus on the gap 
-negative emotions 
-negative feelings 
-worry 
-feelings of lack 
 

Flow towards your goal 
- thanks & gratitude 
- sense of success 
- sense of well-being 
- happy with yourself 
- enjoying the journey 
 

Examples: 

I need more money 

I need more security 

I need a better job 

Why do I want these things? ….. because …….. some need? 

Power of Pure Intention 
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Examples: 

I need more money 

I need more security 

I need a better job 

Power of Pure Intention 

Expressions of need are expressions about the gap. 

Why do I want these things? ….. because …….. some need? 
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Intention Your  
centre of  
leverage 

Your goal 

The gap 

Identity through 
actions 

Blocks towards your goals 
-focus on the gap 
-negative emotions 
-negative feelings 
-worry 
-feelings of lack 
 

Flow towards your goal 
- thanks & gratitude 
- sense of success 
- sense of well-being 
- happy with yourself 
- enjoying the journey 
 

Examples: 

I need more money 

I need more security 

I need a better job 

Power of Pure Intention 

Expressions of need are expressions about the gap. 

You desire this 
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Power of Pure Intention 

Expressions of need are expressions about the gap. 

Recognize the trap when thinking of needs or wants. 

Detach from the need or want  
by introducing the technique of ‘pure intention’.  

Moving to your centre of leverage 

Click to learn how 

Your  
centre of  
leverage 
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v  I desire to be free from financial worry  

v  I desire to be surrounded by loving family and friends 

v  I desire to do meaningful and interesting work 

v  I desire to continue my spiritual development 

Why persue these goals? 

For the pure  
enjoyment of it. 

Examples of ‘pure intentions’ 

Your  
centre of  
leverage 

Identity through 
actions 

Flow towards your goal 
- thanks & gratitude 
- sense of success 
- sense of well-being 
- happy with yourself 
- enjoying the journey 
 

Power of Pure Intention 

They are ‘pure intentions’  
because they have  

no attachments to needs. 
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Power of Pure Intention 

Practice the new thought and sense the difference 

I need more money Example 
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Power of Pure Intention 

Practice the new thought and sense the difference 

I need more money 

v  I desire to be free from financial worry  

Example 
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Power of Pure Intention 

Practice the new thought and sense the difference 

I need more money 

v  I desire to be free from financial worry  

Click to integrate with your personal timeline 

Example 
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Project the feelings of one of your desires onto your timeline,  
somewhere into the future.  

Bring that feeling alive in your imagination 

Now move that feeling along  
your timeline to the present. 

Power of Pure Intention 

How to integrate pure intention with your personal timeline 

future 

present 

Dwell on it for a few moments, in a relaxed daydream fashion.  
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The Power of Pure Intention 

How to detach from the outcome  

Caputure this ‘new feeling’  
in a balloon or cloud  
and have it float off into the universe.  

Make a note on your calendar  
to repeat this Power of Pure Intention routine in 14 days. 

This is your way of detaching 

During the intermediate days,  
forget about it as much as you can.  

Except for small actions 
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Power of Pure Intention 

How to reinforce it with small actions 

You reinforce that feeling in the present 
with specific actions that are characteristic  
for having that condition already. 
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For instance 

If you desire to be free of financial worry,  
you might wish to give somewhat larger tips than usual. 

Power of Pure Intention 

How to reinforce it with small actions 

You reinforce that feeling in the present 
with specific actions that are characteristic  
for having that condition already. 
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For instance 

If you desire to be free of financial worry,  
you might wish to give somewhat larger tips than usual. 

Power of Pure Intention 

How to reinforce it with small actions 

You reinforce that feeling in the present 
with specific actions that are characteristic  
for having that condition already. 

You give to people who have probably less than you  
and you reinforce this action with a thought of thanks  
since you are in a fortunate position to make that gesture. 
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For instance 

If you desire to be free of financial worry,  
you might wish to give somewhat larger tips than usual. 

It is helpful if you view your role as a provider in the great chain of being. 

Things come to you in order to be enjoyed, shared and also to be enjoyed by others. 

Power of Pure Intention 

Which is again a source of joy for the provider. 

How to reinforce it with small actions 

You reinforce that feeling in the present 
with specific actions that are characteristic  
for having that condition already. 

You give to people who have probably less than you  
and you reinforce this action with a thought of thanks  
since you are in a fortunate position to make that gesture. 

The philosophy 
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Power of Pure Intention 

Recap 

1.  Beware, ‘needs’ create a gap. 
2.  Change to ‘pure intentions’. 
3.  Develop the ‘new feel’. 
4.  Move it on your timeline to the present. 
5.  Dwell on it, enjoy it. 
6.  Detach and have it float off into the universe. 
7.  Note on your calendar, repeat in 14 days. 
8.  Forget about it except for the small actions. 
9.  Take small actions to reinforce the new condition. 
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Power of Pure Intention 

Your point of power is in the present,  
which is your point of theoretical infinite potential about your past and future. 

Needs generate ‘fear’ as a consequence of not meeting the need. 

These fears set up limitations in the field of infinite potential. 

Detachment from needs  
coupled with your focus on ‘desire in its pure form’  

releases the infinite potential of the universe  
in fullfilling the desire. 

The theory 
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Power of Pure Intention 

End of session 

Return to menu.  


